We investigate the physics of a gas of ultracold atoms coupled to three single-mode optical cavities and transversely pumped with a laser. Recent work has demonstrated that, for two cavities, the Z2 symmetries of each cavity can be combined into a global U (1) symmetry [1] . Here, we show that when adding an extra cavity mode, the low-energy description of this system can additionally exhibit an SO(3) rotational symmetry which can be spontaneously broken. This leads to a superradiant phase transition in all the cavities simultaneously, and the appearance of Goldstone and amplitude modes in the excitation spectrum. We determine the phase diagram of the system, which shows the emergence and breaking of the continuous symmetries and displays first-and second-order phase transitions. We also obtain the excitation spectrum for each phase and discuss the atomic self-organized structures that emerge in the different superradiant phases. We argue that coupling the atoms equally to n different modes will in general generate a global SO(n) symmetry if the mode frequencies can be tuned to the same value.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold atomic gases constitute one of the most versatile platforms for the quantum simulation of many-body physics [2, 3] . In recent years, the scope of these systems has been greatly enhanced by considering interactions between atoms and dynamical light fields, generated by optical cavities [4] .
A paradigmatic example of this is the experimental realization of the well-known Dicke model [5] with a gas of ultracold atoms loaded inside a single-mode optical cavity [6, 7] . In this setup, the system undergoes a superradiant phase transition, associated with the breaking of a Z 2 symmetry [8] , where the cavity field becomes macroscopically occupied and the atoms self-organize in a checkerboard pattern [9] [10] [11] [12] . The high degree of control characterizing these experimental systems allowed for the study of the symmetry breaking process [13] , measurement of the excitation spectrum [14] , and real-time observation of the fluctuations, using photon loss processes to perform in-situ montoring of the system [15, 16] .
Recent work brought these concepts to a higher level of complexity by considering the effects of coupling a second cavity to the atomic cloud [1] . The combined system inherits a Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry, which can be broken independently, yielding a superradiant state in one of the cavities. More importantly, it was found that when the cavities are coupled symmetrically to the atoms, the system exhibits an overall continuous U (1) symmetry, which upon breaking, leads to the presence of superradiant emission in both cavities simultaneously. These results were corroborated by the observation of the associated Goldstone and Higgs modes [17] . Further studies have also considered the robustness of this symmetry [18] and the effects of inter-cavity photon scattering processes on the ground state phase diagram [19, 20] .
Symmetry enhancement of this type was previously discussed in the context of circuit QED [21] and for atoms coupled to two-mode cavities [22] , which has recently been analyzed in detail for generic atom-light couplings and including the effects of photon loss [23] . These systems exhibit complex ground and steady state phase diagrams, including multicritical points, and qualitatively different phases, resulting from the different underlying symmetries and their sponta-k
A gas of ultracold atoms (blue circle) is placed inside three high-finesse cavities all in the x-z plane and aligned at the same angle from each other. The system is transversely pumped by a circularly polarized laser in the y direction.
neous breaking. With the emergence of these rich phenomena, it is intriguing to ask what other symmetries can arise for atom-cavity systems when further increasing their complexity, given their strong potential as quantum simulators.
In this paper, we explore the consequences of adding a third cavity mode into a setup similar to [1] . The effective model is presented in Sec. II. We show that the system possesses a Z 2 × Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry, which cannot only be combined to form the previously observed U (1) symmetry, but also yields a global SO(3) rotational symmetry when all cavities are coupled symmetrically to the atomic cloud (Sec. III). We additionally find that this generalizes to an SO(n) symmetry when the atoms are symmetrically coupled to n cavities. We obtain the ground state phase diagram of the system using a meanfield approximation and characterize the emergent phases resulting from the spontaneous breaking of the different symmetries (Sec. IV). We complement this analysis by calculating the excitation spectrum and studying its behavior when crossing the different critical points present in the system (Sec. V). In Sec. VI, we discuss the possible self-organized structures of the atoms in the different phases. We conclude in Sec. VII.
II. MODEL
We consider a system of three intersecting single-mode optical cavities, symmetrically aligned in the x-z plane, with a gas of ultracold atoms forming a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) placed in the center, see Fig. 1 . The system is additionally pumped by a circularly polarized laser in the y direction, which is reflected off a mirror (not shown in Fig. 1) , generating a standing wave potential for the atoms. Two-photon scattering processes between the pump and the cavities mediate momentum transitions for the atoms from the | k 0 BEC state into a set of twelve excited states | k
c the wave vectors of the pump and cavity i, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). For the case | k 
whereâ i is the annihilation operator for photons in cavity i, with ∆ i = ω p − ω c the cavity-pump detuning,b 0 andb i are bosonic annihilation operators for atoms in the | k 0 and the | k (i) states, respectively, and ω is the energy difference be-
The interaction term corresponds to transitions between | k 0 and | k (i) mediated by the emission or absorption of a photon in cavity i, with strength λ i / √ N , where N is the total number of atoms in the system. We focus on the case where ∆ i = ∆ < 0 for all i, and use the coupling strengths λ i as control parameters.
III. SYMMETRIES
For general λ i , the Hamiltonian (1) possesses a Z 2 ×Z 2 ×Z 2 symmetry, associated with parity transformations of the form
for i = 1, 2, 3. If two of the cavities have the same coupling strength
is combined into an U (1) symmetry associated with rotations between the degrees of freedom cavities 1 and 2
The overall symmetry of the system then becomes U (1) × Z 2 . Lastly, for the case λ i = λ for all i, the Hamiltonian becomes invariant under the transformationR θ acting on any pair of cavities. For three cavities, we can associate this invariance a global SO(3) symmetry, corresponding to the three possible rotations between cavities. By tuning the coupling strengths, we can then interpolate between the regimes where the system acquires different symmetries, which can be spontaneously broken separately. Breaking of a discrete Z 2 symmetry is associated with the system undergoing a superradiant phase transition, where one of the cavities acquires a macroscopic occupation number, accompanied by a self-organization of the atomic cloud in a checkerboard pattern, resulting from the interference between the pump and the macroscopic cavity field [6, 9, 24] . In the case of a U (1) symmetry breaking, the macroscopic light field is arbitrarily spread between the two symmetrical cavities [1] , consequence of the ground state degeneracy, and the self-organization pattern is then given by the interference between the pump and the two cavity fields. As discussed in the next section, the same occurs when the emergent SO(3) symmetry is broken, but with the light field spread among the three cavities instead.
In the following, we make these notions precise by studying the phase diagram using a mean-field approach, obtaining the excitation spectrum, and analyzing the self-organization of the atoms due to the light-field interference.
IV. MEAN-FIELD PHASE DIAGRAM
We obtain the ground state phase diagram making use of the mean-field approximation which is valid in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. We start by introducing the order parameters α i = â i and β i = b i into Eq. (1)
where we made use of particle number conservation
We reduce the degrees of freedom by minimizing the energy with respect to the cavity field, leading to 
with µ i = λ (7). The orange cubic region where all λi < λc corresponds to the normal phase (NP). The regions with λi > λcr and λi > (λj, λ k ) are associated with single cavity superradiance (S1). Blue lines denote the edge of the planes with λj = λ k = λ > λcr and λ > λi, where the broken U (1) symmetry yields superradiance in two cavities (S2). The diagonal red line denotes the region λi = λ > λcr, for all i, where the spontaneous SO(3) symmetry breaking leads to superradiance in all cavities (S3). Solid lines correspond to second-order phase transitions and dashed ones to first-order.
then follows from the global minima of E MF as a function of the parameters λ i . This yields four different phases, which we denote as normal (NP), single cavity superradiant (S1), double cavity superradiant (S2) and triple cavity superradiant (S3) [see Fig. 2 ]:
• (NP) -For all λ i < λ cr , the only minimum of E MF is the trivial solution, β i = 0 for all i, where there is no macroscopic occupation in any cavity and the atoms remain in the BEC state.
• (S1) -For λ i > λ cr and λ i > (λ j , λ k ), one of the Z 2 symmetries is spontaneously broken and the energy develops two minima at β i = ± N 2 (1 − µ i ), β j = β k = 0, corresponding to the two possible selforganized patterns and the presence of a macroscopic light field in cavity i.
• (S2) -For λ i = λ j = λ > λ cr and λ > λ k , the minima of E MF correspond to a circumference in the β i -β j plane, parametrized by
with β k = 0. This corresponds to the spontaneous breaking of the continuous U (1) symmetry, where two cavities become superradiant and the relative distribution of light intensity is given by the angle θ.
• (S3) -For all λ i = λ > λ cr , the energy minima span a spherical surface in order parameter space, meaning (7) as a function of the order parameters for the four different phases. The energy minimum (blue region) sits at the origin in the NP, and its position becomes non-vanishing in the ordered phases. In the S1 phase, the three solutions correspond to one of the cavities becoming superradiant, and for the S2 phase to one pair of cavities becoming superradiant simultaneously, where different points in the ground state manifold are associated with different intensity distributions between the cavities. In the S3 phase, all cavities become superradiant and the ground state manifold corresponds to a spherical surface where the different ground states can also be associated with different intensity distributions.
that all modes become macroscopically occupied
This triple superradiant phase emerges from the spontaneous breaking of the SO(3) symmetry, where the two angles (φ, θ) parametrize the distribution of light intensity.
It is important to note that for all superradiant phases the field intensity β 2 = i β 2 i is the same. Physically, this results from it being fixed only by the driving strength, encoded in λ i , and the total number of atoms in the system. Therefore, the ground states of a specific superradiant phase are connected by transformations that preserve the value of β 2 . Geometrically, in n > 1 dimensions, such transformations correspond to proper rotations (and parity transformations in the single cavity case n = 1), which are nothing but the generators of the SO(n) group. Thus, for the generic case of symmetrical coupling of the atoms to n different cavities, this results in an overall SO(n) symmetry. We can then understand the emergence of rotational symmetries in the system as the ground states of a superradiant phase conserving the total field intensity, and being related to each other only by a redistribution of the intensity among the different cavity modes.
In Fig. 3 , we show the ground state manifold as a function of the order parameters for the four different phases. From the form of E MF , we find that all transitions from the normal phase into any of the superradiant ones are of second order, as the minimum smoothly shifts away from the trivial solution when the system crosses the phase boundary. In contrast, transitions among superradiant phases are of first order since the order parameters change values discontinuously at the critical points.
V. EXCITATION SPECTRUM
Following the methods in Refs. [8, 21] , the spectrum of fluctuations can be obtained by displacing the operators in Eq. (1) by their mean value, i.e.â i →ĉ i + α i ,b i →d i − β i , and neglecting terms of order O( 1 N ). This yields a bilinear Hamiltonian in the fluctuations (ĉ i ,d i ) from which the spectrum can be extracted using a Bogoliubov transformation, see Appendix B for details. In the normal phase and the S1 phase, the spectrum reads
where we considered cavity i to be in the superradiant state. These excitations are shown in Fig. 4(a) , where we observe how the lowest energy branch vanishes at the critical point between the NP and the S1 phases, to increase again in the S1 phase, as expected from the spontaneous breaking of a discrete symmetry. The dependence of (12) in λ i , through
, stems from the transition boundaries to other superradiant phases also being dependent on λ i (blue lines in Fig. 2 ). In the S2 phase, the excitation branches of the cavity that remains in the normal phase correspond toε (j) S1,± , whereas the superradiant branches mix, yielding
where η G,A correspond to the Goldstone and amplitude modes, respectively, associated with the breaking of the continuous U (1) symmetry. This can be observed in Fig. 4(b) , with the appearance of a vanishing mode (η G ) as the gap closes at the critical point. One can also see how the excitations in (13)- (15), result from the mixing of the superradiant cavity modes, as the excitations for the non-superradiant cavity (solid green lines) emerge from the branches of the same cavity in the normal phase (dashed green lines). For the S3 phase, the mode mixing leads to the same spectrum of the S2 phase, where now the η G,A modes become double degenerate instead. This is shown in Fig. 4(c) , where the excitations associated with a non-superradiant cavity in (b) are not present any" more. The increase in the number of Goldstone modes follows from the spontaneous breaking of a higher dimensional symmetry, namely SO(3), and can be understood as excitations along the angular directions of the ground state manifold. In Fig. 4(d) we also include the excitations across a transverse cut in the phase diagram, where a first-order phase transition occurs when going from the S2 into the S1 phase.
VI. ATOMIC SELF-ORGANIZATION
The presence of superradiance in the system is accompanied by atomic self-organization, where the atoms sit at the minima of the effective potential generated by the interference between the pump and the cavity light fields. In this section, we present the self-organized patterns that arise for the different superradiant phases. The total effective potential reads
where Ω (p,i) = U (p,i) are the pump and cavity amplitudes, respectively, with U (p,i) the potential depths (see Appendix A), and the cavity wave vectors are defined as k Fig. 1. In Fig. 5 , we present four two-dimensional cuts of V ( x), for the self-organized atoms in the S3 phase, where the amplitudes are distributed according to Ω 1 = Ω c sin φ cos θ, Ω 2 = Ω c sin φ sin θ and Ω 3 = Ω c cos φ. We have additionally chosen the angles φ and θ to display the lattice structure in the other two superradiant phases. For clarity, the selected values correspond to the case where the cavity amplitudes contribute equally to the total potential. The other points corresponding to equal distributions are associated with the same patterns but with a displacement of the lattice or with exchange between minima and maxima (see Fig. 5 (c) and (d)). In general, other choices will have the same minima, but the landscape surrounding these points will not be as symmetric as in Fig. 5 . In (a), we show the potential for the S1 phase, where cavity 1 is in the superradiant state. The atoms form a checkerboard pattern in the x-y plane (not shown) but are free in the z direction. Panel (b) corresponds to the S2 phase, where cavity 1 and 2 are superradiant. In this case, the atoms arrange in a rhomboidal lattice with lattice constant 2λ c / √ 3, being λ c the cavity wavelength. Finally, in (c) and (d), we present the potentials for the S3 phase, where all cavities are superradiant, for two situations where minima and maxima are exchanged. In both cases, the resulting structure is a hexagonal lattice, with lattice constant 2λ c /3 in (c) and 2λ c / √ 3 in (d). This set of qualitatively different self-organized structures is a consequence of the high complexity of the system, namely, the interference between the three different cavity modes.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the interaction between a gas of ultracold atoms and three single-mode optical cavities, in the presence of transverse pumping. We showed that the Z 2 symmetries associated with each cavity-atom coupling can be combined, not only into a U (1) symmetry, but also into a rotational SO(3) symmetry, which in the case of n different single-mode resonators generalizes to an SO(n) symmetry. Using the mean field approximation, we calculated the ground state phase diagram and obtained that spontaneous breaking of this symmetry led to a phase transition into a state where all cavities become superradiant, with the continuous manifold of degenerate ground states corresponding to different light field intensity distributions among the three cavities, which conserve the overall intensity present in the system. We found signatures of the SO(3) symmetry breaking in the excitation spectrum, with the appearance of two Goldstone modes at the critical point (see Fig. 4(c) ), associated with the two possible excitations along the angular directions of the ground state manifold. We also studied the self-organization of the atoms, which resulted in a hexagonal lattice, whose precise periodicity depends on the specific realization of the symmetry breaking that occurs at the phase transition (see Figs. 5(c) and (d) ).
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that rich phenomena emerge from multi-mode light-matter interacting systems. This is interesting from the perspective of quantum simulation, where efforts are being made towards the study of manybody systems with increasingly higher complexity [25] [26] [27] . Further interesting avenues include accounting for inter-cavity interactions, where coupling between order parameters allow to control the position of the phase boundaries [19] , and considering the out-of-equilibrium nature of the system, e.g. the effects quantum noise due to measurement back-action on the system dynamics [10, 28, 29] , or the effects of photon losses on the steady state phase diagram, which have shown to wash out the presence of the continuous symmetry breaking [30] .
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We are grateful to Nishant Dogra, Austen Lamacraft and Ulrich Schneider for fruitful and stimulating discussions. The setup consists of a gas of ultracold two-level atoms forming a BEC, located at the intersection point of three highfinesse Fabry-Pérot cavities, lying in the x-z plane, symmetrically aligned from each other and transversely pumped in the y direction by a circularly polarized laser (see Fig. 1 ). We start by considering the single-particle Hamiltonian of a two-level atom interacting with the cavity modes and the external pump. In the rotating frame of the pump, the interaction Hamiltonian readsĤ
where we have made use of the rotating-wave and dipole approximations. The dipole operator is definedˆ d = dσ − e −iωpt , with matrix element d = g|ˆ x|e , whereˆ x is the position of the atom,σ − = |g e| is the lowering operator, and |g and |e are the ground and excited states of the atom, respectively. The electric field is defined by the linear combination of the three cavity fields and the external pump, yieldinĝ
where ω p is the pump frequency and E l,p and l,p are the field amplitudes and polarization vectors for cavity l and the pump, respectively. The mode functions for the cavities and the pump are g l ( x) ∝ cos ( k (l) c x) and g p ( x) ∝ cos ( k p x), with the wave-vectors defined as in the main text. In the dispersive regime, where the driving is far detuned from the resonance frequency of the atom, the excited state can be eliminated using perturbation theory. This results in the dipole operator being proportional to the electric fieldˆ d = −α sˆ E [31], where α s ∝ ∆
